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ABSTRACT 
 
Activity tracking applications, where individuals
record and transfer data about their location based 
exercises e.g., the courses of their exercises, are 
progressively well known. Such applications 
empower clients to impart data and contend to their 
companions on activity based social networks yet in 
addition, now and again, to get rebates on their 
medical coverage premiums by demonstrating they 
direct standard wellness exercises. Be that as it may, 
they raise protection and security issues: the specialist 
co-ops know the correct locations of their client
clients can report counterfeit location data, for 
instance, to unduly boast about their execution. In this 
paper, we introduce Secure Run, a safe protection 
safeguarding framework for announcing location 
based action outlines e.g., the aggregate sep
secured and the rise pick up clients to monitor their 
execution while running, climbing or cycling. This 
data is gathered utilizing location based services 
(LBSs) and implanted sensors in cell phones and 
wearable gadgets. Because of the prevalence 
applications, top portable working frameworks now 
incorporate APIs that encourage the social affair and 
sharing of wellness and wellbeing information over 
various applications and gadgets .A key component of 
these applications is to empower client
outlines of their exercises and execution 
measurements and to impart this data to different 
clients .They can share the aggregate separation 
secured, the combined height pick up and the way 
taken amid their exercises. For this reason, activity 
tracking applications gather and send clients' location 
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Activity tracking applications, where individuals 
record and transfer data about their location based 
exercises e.g., the courses of their exercises, are 
progressively well known. Such applications 
empower clients to impart data and contend to their 

networks yet in 
ition, now and again, to get rebates on their 

medical coverage premiums by demonstrating they 
direct standard wellness exercises. Be that as it may, 
they raise protection and security issues: the specialist 

ops know the correct locations of their clients; the 
clients can report counterfeit location data, for 
instance, to unduly boast about their execution. In this 
paper, we introduce Secure Run, a safe protection 
safeguarding framework for announcing location 
based action outlines e.g., the aggregate separation 
secured and the rise pick up clients to monitor their 
execution while running, climbing or cycling. This 
data is gathered utilizing location based services 
(LBSs) and implanted sensors in cell phones and 
wearable gadgets. Because of the prevalence of these 
applications, top portable working frameworks now 
incorporate APIs that encourage the social affair and 
sharing of wellness and wellbeing information over 
various applications and gadgets .A key component of 
these applications is to empower clients to get to 
outlines of their exercises and execution 
measurements and to impart this data to different 
clients .They can share the aggregate separation 
secured, the combined height pick up and the way 
taken amid their exercises. For this reason, activity 
tracking applications gather and send clients' location  

 

and wellness information, potentially while they seek 
after their exercises, to services providers.

Keywords: Location based service, Security, Social 
networks, Activity Tracking 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Individuals depend on activity following applications 
to screen, oversee and to urge them to do physical 
exercises. Portable applications, for example, 
Endomondo, Garmin Connect, RunKeeper, Runtastic 
and Strava, and wearable gadgets, for example, Fitbit, 
Nike+ Fuelband and Jawbone UP, empower clients to 
monitor their execution while running, climbing or 
cycling. This data is gathered utilizing location based 
services (LBSs) and installed sensors in cell phones 
and wearable gadgets. Because of the ubiquity o
these applications, top versatile working frameworks 
now incorporate APIs that encourage the social 
occasion and sharing of wellness and wellbeing 
information over various applications and gadgets 
(e.g., HealthKit for iOS and Google Fit for Android). 
A key element of these applications is to empower 
clients to get to rundowns of their exercises and 
execution measurements and to impart this data to 
different clients and specialist co
socialnetworks. For example, clients can share the 
aggregate separation secured, the combined rise pick 
up and the way taken amid their exercises. For this 
reason, activity following applications gather and 
send clients' location and wellness information, 
perhaps while they seek after their exercises, to 
services providers. In return for their information, 
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and wellness information, potentially while they seek 
after their exercises, to services providers. 

Location based service, Security, Social 

Individuals depend on activity following applications 
to screen, oversee and to urge them to do physical 
exercises. Portable applications, for example, 
Endomondo, Garmin Connect, RunKeeper, Runtastic 
and Strava, and wearable gadgets, for example, Fitbit, 

ike+ Fuelband and Jawbone UP, empower clients to 
monitor their execution while running, climbing or 
cycling. This data is gathered utilizing location based 
services (LBSs) and installed sensors in cell phones 
and wearable gadgets. Because of the ubiquity of 
these applications, top versatile working frameworks 
now incorporate APIs that encourage the social 
occasion and sharing of wellness and wellbeing 
information over various applications and gadgets 
(e.g., HealthKit for iOS and Google Fit for Android). 

ey element of these applications is to empower 
clients to get to rundowns of their exercises and 
execution measurements and to impart this data to 
different clients and specialist co-ops on online 
socialnetworks. For example, clients can share the 

e separation secured, the combined rise pick 
up and the way taken amid their exercises. For this 
reason, activity following applications gather and 
send clients' location and wellness information, 
perhaps while they seek after their exercises, to 

providers. In return for their information, 
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clients are offered different motivating forces. For 
instance, clients can get rebates, coupons or even 
money  [4], [5], [6], grants at rivalries [8] or just 
indicates enhance their social notoriety. What's more, 
numerous networks, including enormous names, for 
example, British Petroleum (BP), Bank of America 
and Autodesk, are giving activity GPS beacons to 
their workers to energize more beneficial ways of life 
and, accordingly, enhance efficiency and lower 
corporate protection costs [9]. Correspondingly, 
medical coverage networks, for example, United 
Health, Kaiser Foundation Group, Humana Group and 
Aetna have made projects to incorporate activity GPS 
beacons into their arrangements, i.e., buyers are 
remunerated by the safety net providers with bring 
down rates in view of their action outlines [6]. 

2. RELATED WORK  

Cheating on activity based socialnetworks is turning 
into a significant issue. For instance, He et al. [3] 
demonstrate that clients can without much of a stretch 
abrogate four square’s GPS check instruments by 
altering the qualities returned by the calls to the geo-
location API of cell phones. So also, Polakis et al. [4] 
utilize a discovery way to deal with reveal the systems 
utilized by Foursquare and Facebook Places to 
identify location assaults and propose a few 
approaches to go around them. Additionally, work 
from Carbunar and Potharaju [2] break down 
information from Foursquare and Gowalla and find 
that motivators to cheat exist since individuals 
effectively registration and gather rewards. In this 
manner, it is important to painstakingly adjust 
impetuses with a more powerful confirmation of 
clients' location claims. In such manner, Zhang et al. 
[4] demonstrate that phony registration lead not 
exclusively to money related misfortunes for the 
scenes offering exceptional arrangements on location 
based registration yet in addition to the debasement of 
the nature of service gave by suggestion frameworks 
that depend on clients' location data. Carbunar et al. 
[11] additionally demonstrate that there is strain 
amongst protection and rightness in location based 
applications, where clients can't demonstrate that they 
have fulfilled identification conditions without 
uncovering the time and location of their registration. 
In the interim, to protect against swindling, analysts 
have additionally proposed a few instruments that 
offer secure check of location data. From a wide point 
of view, such systems can be gathered in three 
classifications: foundation autonomous, framework 
needy and half and half components. In the 

framework free approach, a client acquires location 
confirm from her neighbors by utilizing short-extend 
correspondence advancements, for example, 
Bluetooth [5]. In particular, Talasila et al. [7] propose 
anlocation verification convention where an 
arrangement of clients help check every others' 
location claims. The convention works by keeping a 
brought together expert that, in light of clients 
spatiotemporal connection, chooses whether such 
claims are bona fide or not. Also, Zhu and Cao [6] 
propose a framework where commonly co-found 
clients depend on Bluetooth interchanges to create 
their location asserts that are then sent to an 
incorporated location verifier. Notwithstanding the 
security and protection ensures displayed in [8], Zhu 
and Cao [9] empower singular clients to assess their 
own location protection and choose whether to 
acknowledge location evidence asks for by different 
clients. Jadliwala et al. [13] give a formal examination 
of the conditions required in a specially appointed 
system to empower any separation based restriction 
conventions in remote systems. Comparative 
methodologies  

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

Our abnormal state outline objective is to assemble an 
activity tracking framework that ensures the 
genuineness of the client's activity information as for 
swindling clients who attempt to unduly build their 
execution and secures the clients' location protection 
concerning inquisitive system administrators and 
specialist networks that endeavor to track them. In 
this segment, we exhibit SecureRun, our answer for 
secure and protection safeguarding activity rundowns. 
To start with, we give an abnormal state diagram of 
SecureRun and characterize the fundamental tasks it 
includes. At that point, we give an itemized depiction 
of each of the previously mentioned activities. 
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ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM: 

 

4. ANDROID MODULES 

Action updates: Activity Updates is one of the 
primary modules from the client side. On the off 
chance that any activity directed in any region the 
subtle elements of the action will be refreshed here. 
Each client cannot have the consent for activity 
refreshes .for action refreshes first client need to 
demand to the Admin. He have specialist to offer 
authorization to the client. Administrator gives a 
client name and secret word to the client by means of 
email. Client can just updates the action by utilizing 
this username and secret key. This is for anticipating 
counterfeit updates.  

Action View: In this module is for customary clients. 
The clients can see all the Activity's in the present 
day. This current activity's are transferred the enrolled 
clients so these can be believed actions. In this 
module client can check the root from the Activity 
territory to client current zone. Current region location 
can be taken utilizing GPS.  

Client Activity: After survey the activity's client 
begins their activities. On the off chance that a client 
beginning an action, its present location will be taken 
and the stop watch will be begins. The stop watch will 
be keep running until the point when the client stops 
the action. Utilizing the beginning and completion 
location the separation will be computed in the guide.  

View User Activity: In this module give a record to 
all activity that client done, this module give two sort 
of record. Initial one will give all the action that the 
client take part and the following activity give to 
figure the aggregate no of separation canvassed by the 
client in a specific date.  

Admin Side Modules:  

Provide Activity upload Permission: User ask for 
activity refreshing. Administrator sees the demand 
and gives authorization when just the client is 
substantial. Administrator gives a client name and 
secret word. Utilizing this username and watchword 
client can transfer the action.  

Send Email: The Admin gave client name and secret 
word is send to the client by means of email. So this is 
the more secure method for exchange.  

View User Activity: The client transferred action can 
be seen from the administrator side. This module can 
be utilized to screen all the client activities in the 
framework. 

Compute Total Distance: Admin can likewise figure 
the separation keep running by specific individual. 
This module will be utilized to check the client 
activity's in date insightful.  

5. Algorithm Techniques  

 

We now portray SecureRun's examining algorithm. 
The examining algorithm decides the inspecting 
times/positions at which the client demands location 
proofs from the entrance focuses in her 
correspondence go. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed Secure Run, a 
framework for giving secure and private 
confirmations of location based exercises. SecureRun 
depends on the current remote access point systems 
sent in urban regions at the cost of just a product 
overhaul, subsequently mitigating the requirement for 
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sending specially appointed frameworks, and it gives 
insurance to the two clients and specialist co-ops. Our 
exploratory assessment, directed utilizing genuine 
informational collections of sent remote access-
focuses and real clients' open air activities,shows that 
SecureRun accomplishes a decent precision while 
evaluating a lower-bound of the separation that clients 
cover amid their exercises, and it gives protection and 
security properties. From a down to earth viewpoint, 
we imagine our plan to be of enthusiasm for key 
associations between socialnetworkproviders and 
access point arranges administrators. We have 
centered our portrayal and assessment of SecureRun 
on remove rundowns and have outlined an answer for 
height pick up synopses too. Moreover, our 
verification of-idea usage of Secure Run on an 
external has demonstrated that it can be sent 
practically speaking. In that capacity, this work 
constitutes an initial move towards the plan of secure 
and private action based socialnetworks. 
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